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Abstract. Most of the internet traffic is encrypted and it is a challenge
to identify streaming videos in the internet traffic. In this paper, we
present a methodology named Traffic Pattern Plot (TPP) to identify
video streams in encrypted network traffic. The proposed methodology
plots the video traffic flows and uses a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) to detect the videos. The results show that the traffic pattern
plot generated from 120 seconds of sniffing network traffic is enough
to identify the video even in the encrypted network traffic with 94%
accuracy.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, video identification in internet traffic has become an important
research area [4, 7, 17, 31]. It is helpful to profile clients based on their online
activities. Similarly, profiling users is also helpful in tracking down militants and
adversaries. However, with Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), clients further hide
their identity, making it difficult for security agencies to identify militants. Pre-
vious works on video identification use handcrafted features used by traditional
machine learning algorithms such as Näıve Bayes (NB) and Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM) to identify videos in Internet traffic.

In recent years, the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) has shown an
advantage over traditional machine learning algorithms. CNN has shown its
success in many areas, such as medical imaging, pattern recognition, human
activity recognition [8, 9, 15], graph classification [10, 29], data mining [34, 35],
and natural language processing [1,11,16,27,28,30]. One of the key applications
of CNN is image processing. The image processing by CNN is fairly mature,
allowing it to run on devices with low computation power, such as mobile phones.

In this work, we present a method for video identification in encrypted in-
ternet traffic using the traffic flow as an image similar to the method presented
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in [13]. For this purpose, we capture the video traffic flow and plot the Traffic
Pattern Plot (TPP). The CNN is trained on the TPPs and is used to identify
the videos in the internet traffic. The method can detect the type of traffic, i.e.,
VPN or non-VPN, with a high accuracy of 98%. Moreover, different traffic flows
of video qualities are detected with an accuracy of 88%, 94%, and 87% for auto
quality, 360p, and 1080p videos.

Our main contribution is a generic method for video identification in en-
crypted internet traffic. The method uses the packet size per arrival time to plot
the traffic. Moreover, rather than capturing or plotting the whole video, we just
plotted the videos of 120 seconds. Moreover, instead of plotting the bi-directional
traffic flow, we only consider the unidirectional flow of traffic. The same CNN
model is used for all types of dataset in the paper, and no attempt is made to
gain additional accuracy by tuning the hyperparameters of the CNN model for a
specific type of traffic flow. Unlike the techniques [19,20,36] that rely on the pay-
load content of the packet to classify the traffic flow, our proposed method relies
on the size of the packet per arrival time. Moreover, the storage requirement
of our method is quite minimal because the size of the Maximum Transmission
Unit (MTU) is 1500, which requires only four bytes to store the value.

To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are as follows.

– A visualization technique of the video traffic pattern.
– A method that uses traffic patterns as images to identify videos in encrypted

internet traffic.

The paper organization is as follows. Section II presents the literature review
and Section III presents the details of the creation of TTPs. The method of video
detection using the TPPs is discussed in Section IV. Section V presents details of
the results and experiments performed on different datasets, and lastly, Section
VI concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

For the last couple of years, two primary internet traffic problems, internet traffic
categorization and internet traffic classifications, have been studied. There are a
variety of methods for resolving these issues, such as statistics-based methods,
Machine Learning, Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) [21, 24]. The DPI methods
are computationally extensive and, due to encryption, cannot handle the major-
ity of today’s internet traffic. However, size and time-related characteristics are
manually extracted in machine learning methods, and complicated patterns or
supervised learning algorithms are used as classifiers. Moore et al. [22, 23] gen-
erated a list of 248 descriptors based on a bidirectional flow in 2005, including
Round-Trip Time (RTT) statistics, frequencies, packets inter-arrival time statis-
tics, size-based statistics. To categorize the internet traffic, they used a Naive
Bayes Kernel estimator.

The work presented in [6] extended the work of Moore et al. [22,23] by sug-
gesting an integrated feature selection strategy by selecting five feature selection
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strategies to obtain an ideal set of features. Many works rely on flow-based fea-
tures (such as time and size-related features). Gil et al. [3] classify the encrypted
internet traffic using the C4.5 and K-nearest neighbor (KNN) classifier. The au-
thor leveraged the flow-based time-related features such as flow duration, flow
bytes per second, flow packets per second, flow inter-arrival time, etc., and got
the accuracy above 80%. The correlation information in traffic flows of the same
application is described by utilizing the Bag of Words (BoF) technique presented
by Zhang et al. [38,39]. The authors used 20 uni-directional flow-based statistical
features. They presented a novel Resilient Traffic Classification (RTC) technique
based on their BoF-based traffic classifier and demonstrated that it outperforms
the most common machine learning methods. Neural networks have been used
in several recent studies. Ertam et al. [5] employed a Genetic Algorithm (GA)
to select features from a collection of twelve attributes. They apply Extreme
Learning Machines (ELM) to a dataset containing seven classes of regular traf-
fic, achieving a 95% accuracy.

Several papers have proposed a new technique based on the content of the
payload from the packet. The content of each packet is converted to a sequence
of bytes and given input to Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) for internet traf-
fic classification is presented by Wang et al. [36]. Chen et al. [2] converted the
network traffic data into an image of the flow parameter and input it to a neu-
ral network. They used information such as destination IP and did not fully
detail their method to allow comparison. One of the first works to automati-
cally select the feature is presented by Qin et al. [26]. The authors understand
the relevance of relying on packets’ Payload Size Distribution (PSD) probability
in a bi-directional flow rather than manually generated features or handcrafted
feature selection.

Video identification in encrypted Internet traffic has been studied in the
last two decades [12, 14, 24, 25, 37]. The first and most related to our work that
plot the traffic flow as an image and classify among different type of internet
traffic is presented by Shapira et al. [32]. The authors used the ISCXVPN2016
dataset and extracted the traffic flow from each type of Internet traffic. The
flow is plotted into images called FlowPics, and CNN is used to classify different
internet traffic types. However, our work is different from the aforementioned
work, as we classify the traffic flow of different videos. For this purpose, we
captured the video traffic flow for 120 seconds with three different qualities and
two traffic modes. The detail of the pattern plot is presented in Section III.

3 Traffic Pattern Plot

We setup an automated client that mocks the actual client playing the YouTube
videos to evaluate the proposed method. For automation, we use selenium and
WebDriver for Google Chrome. To capture the online stream of the videos,
we use the Wireshark tool that captures the packets in the form of a Packet
Capture file (PCAP). The capture is done for 120 seconds for each dataset. We
created four types of datasets, including 1080p, 360p, auto-quality mode, and
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Fig. 1: Examples of Traffic pattern plots (a) 1080p video quality, (b) 360p video
quality, (c) auto video quality, and (d) auto quality with VPN

Fig. 2: The CNN model detail

auto-quality with VPN. For VPN, we use a desktop client, SurfShark, that uses
the WireGuard protocol to further encrypt the internet traffic.

The PCAP files in our dataset represent each corresponding stream of a
specific video. After downloading the data, the PCAP files are then preprocessed
using Scapy (a Python library for packet manipulation of internet traffic). ACK,
SYN, FIN, DNS, Ethernet header, and no payload packets are removed during
the pre-processing step. The payload packet size that is the actual data of the
video stream is extracted against the arrival time. Our objective is to create
images of each PCAP file of the corresponding video. For this purpose, the
payload packets are plotted into a scatter plot, traffic pattern plot upon arrival
time. Each video stream file is plotted in a separate TPP. For uniformity, all
the packet arrival time is normalized to 120 seconds as each PCAP of the video
stream is captured at different time. After plotting the packet size, the TPPs are
used to train the CNN model. Examples of the TPP are shown in Figure 1. We
train a sequential convolutional neural network (SCNN), as presented in [17,18]
on our datasets. The model diagram is presented in Figure 2.

4 Experiments and Results

This section presents the results of our experiments. For this purpose, we created
a dataset containing the TTPs of different traffic flows, as mentioned in Section
3. We present a video classification method that uses image processing that has
not been discussed in the previous literature. Therefore, we compare our results
with the techniques presented in [17,18] and VGG16 [33] for image classification.
The entire setup is deployed on Google Colab to train the SCNN model. The
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Fig. 3: Confusion Matrix of (a) Traffic Classification, (b) auto quality dataset,
(c) 360p dataset, and (d) 1080p dataset

SCNN model is tuned by varying different parameter settings. Various settings
are applied by adding more dense layers to the model, increasing the dropout to
0.25, and changing the filter size of the first layer to 100.

4.1 Creating separate dataset for different problems

To create our dataset, we capture the traffic stream in three different qualities
1080p, 360p, and auto quality. We use two different traffic modes to capture the
traffic, i.e., VPN and Non-VPN, for auto quality. For auto quality traffic mode,
we use 43 class samples of YouTube videos and capture each video traffic 55
times, making a total of 2356 traffic streams of videos. The same procedure is
repeated for auto quality with using a VPN. We also created a balanced dataset
with two classes, VPN and Non-VPN, containing 4712 streams. To create a
1080p traffic dataset, we selected 20 YouTube videos and captured 55 streams
of each video, making a total of 1100 traffic stream files. The same process is
repeated for creating 360p video files. However, the number of videos in the
360p dataset is 26, and each video is captured 50 times. We split the dataset
for each type of traffic into a train and a test set. For this purpose, we split
the data into 80-20, 80% of each dataset is used for training the model and the
remaining 20% of the data is used for testing purpose. We use the basic accuracy
metric to evaluate the performance of our model. In this scenario, the definition
of accuracy is defined as provided by [17].

4.2 Results and Discussion

In this section we present the results of our proposed technique on the classifica-
tion of traffic and different quality dataset. The results show that our proposed
technique outperforms its counterpart with a high accuracy of 98%. In the traf-
fic classification problem, our proposed technique performs 10% better than the
BPS model. The accuracy of BPS model and VGG16 in the traffic classification
problem is 3% and 89% respectively. Similarly, our proposed technique also out-
performs the other techniques in different qualities dataset. The accuracy of our
proposed technique in auto, 360p, and 1080p quality are 88%, 94%, and 87%
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respectively. However, the accuracy of VGG16 is less than the TPP model. The
accuracy of VGG16 for auto, 360p, and 1080p quality is 5%, 11%, and 17%,
respectively. Similarly, the accuracy of the BPS model is 86%, 82%, and 88% for
auto, 360p, and 1080p video quality. The confusion matrix of the aforementioned
results is presented in Figure 3.

5 Conclusions

This paper presents a video identification technique in encrypted internet traffic
using image classification. For this purpose, we captured the video traffic stream,
extracted the packet size per arrival time, and plotted the packet size as Traffic
Pattern Plot. The images are used to train the CNN model on different types
of datasets including, the Traffic dataset, 1080p, 360p, and auto quality dataset.
The proposed technique outperforms the other classification techniques. More-
over, the cost of storage, resources, and memory of our technique is low. The
results have shown that videos can be identified in the encrypted internet traffic
with high accuracy of 98%.
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